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House bill seeks to allow gov’t to own power plants, halt hydro privatization
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July 05, 2021 | Bianca Angelica D. Añago | Business World

A BILL has been filed at the House of
Representatives which would allow the government
to operate and own power plants in the interest of
ensuring sufficient reserves, promising to reverse
decades of privatization in the industry.
The bill, “An Act Mandating the Government to
Construct, Operate, And Maintain Power
Generating Assets to Ensure Grid Stability,” seeks
to amend Section 47 of Republic Act 9136 or the
Electric Power Industry Reform Act (EPIRA),
which governs the privatization of the National PSALM.GOV.PH
Power Corp. (NPC).
The bill would authorize the NPC to generate and sell electricity, and to own and construct
power plants in every grid. It will be tasked with ensuring that reserve levels are equivalent to
the capacity of the biggest power plant in each grid.
The bill further proposes that the Agus and Pulangui Hydro Electric Plants Complexes be
permanently exempt from privatization in order to keep Mindanao power rates low.
In a statement Monday, the Power Bloc Party-list said the bill is its response to the recent
hearings in Congress on the surge in the cost of electricity and the shortage of power which
triggered rotational brownouts last month.

“As the representatives of 121 electric cooperatives and member-consumer-owners, the Power Bloc firmly believes that if the
government will be allowed to intervene through operating and generating its own plants, there will be enough supply to ensure grid
stability and power supply reliability, and thereby mitigating electricity price volatility,” it added.
Source: https://www.bworldonline.com/house-bill-seeks-to-allow-govt-to-own-power-plants-halt-hydro-privatization/

PH needs more ‘future proofing,’ reforms

July 06, 2021 | Anna Leah E. Gonzales | Manila Times

The Philippines needs to further adopt trade, sustainability, technology and digital trends and
reforms to attract investments from the European Union (EU) and United Kingdom, HSBC
said.
Speaking at a global client seminar on Monday, HSBC President and Chief Executive Officer Graham FitzGerald said that while the
Philippines is primed to be a major beneficiary of EU and UK investment, the country needs stronger future proofing to convert this
potential into reality.
"The economic reforms and stimulus packages, being implemented by the Philippine government, should encourage EU and UK
corporates to take a closer look at investing here, particularly in the green and technology sectors," said FitzGerald.
HSBC said the Philippines provides a range of investment opportunities to organizations from the EU and UK. [Cont. page 2]
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Citing a report released by Asean Briefing, it added that the Corporate Recovery and Tax Incentives for Enterprise (Create) Act that
lowers the corporate income tax and rationalizes fiscal incentives, increases the competitiveness of the Philippines. Asean is the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations.
But of course, success will require building resilience and transforming how we do things in the Philippines, now and in the future,"
FitzGerald added.
FitzGerald said in terms of Southeast Asia as a whole, the region's medium-term prospects, opportunities and global relevance
remain intact for multinational companies (MNCs).
He said, however, that challenges that the regions continues to be face include stunted consumption growth as vaccinations st ill will
not be substantially rolled out across the region in 2022; increasing competition for private investment from other emerging
economies; underutilized labor force; and the projected 11- percent fall in gross domestic product by 2100 if climate risks are not
addressed.
FitzGerald said that to offset these headwinds, greater policy reform to encourage greater trade flows, technological improvements
to increase manufacturing productivity, and digital and sustainability adoption are needed.
To do this, there is a need to ratify free trade agreements including the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership; businesses
taking a more strategic approach to digital adoption; and developing levers to encourage adoption of green and sustainability
practices.
"Southeast Asia's large demographic dividend, consisting of young and relatively lower cost labour, make it a glittering prize for
international companies. But it's not without its challenges including some lagging in productivity, digital and sustainable practices,"
said FitzGerald.
"The key for Southeast Asia is to regain its traditional growth drivers of trade and investment, coupled with capturing the
opportunities emerging in the green and digital space. This will require the Asean markets to pull several policy reform levers,
especially if it's to attract overseas investment," FitzGerald added.
Source: https://www.manilatimes.net/2021/07/06/business/top-business/ph-needs-more-future-proofing-reforms/1805925

PEZA locators mull TRO vs VAT

July 05, 2021 | Bernie Cahiles-Magkilat | Manila Bulletin
On local purchases and indirect exports
The government is bent on imposing a 12 percent VAT on local purchases of economic zone locators and
their indirect constructive exports, and implement a refund system, emboldening locators’ objection and
plans to seek court redress stating this additional tax will certainly affect their viability at this time of
economic recession.
Official data showed that in 2020 alone, Philippine Economic Zone Authority (PEZA) - registered
enterprises’ total domestic purchases reached P280.922 billion. If that amount had been imposed the 12
percent, the government should have collected P33.710 billion VAT, data showed.
Already, the Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) has issued Revenue Regulation 9-2021 imposing the collection of the 12
percent VAT on PEZA firms’ local purchases effective June 27, 2021.
On top of the VAT on their local purchases, the BIR is also set to collect VAT on the indirect exports (PEZA to PEZA) and
constructive exportation/inter-zone sales between locators. In 2020, combined PEZA indirect exports reached $8.881 billion.
Following the strong opposition from PEZA and their registered enterprises, an official source said that the BIR is drafting a
clarificatory revenue memorandum circular (RMC) that will be consistent with the CREATE and TRAIN laws provisions,
including the 12 percent VAT.
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However, the same source said that the RMC’s intention is only to clarify how the locators can claim the same for refund
under the Enhanced VAT Refund system.
“This will not be a relief at all for the locators,” a source said adding this will not maintain the current VAT zero rating on ecozone
locators’ local purchases and indirect/constructive exports and inter-zonal sales as provided in the VAT and the PEZA law.
While the Department of Finance is also amenable to exempt from VAT the constructive exports and interzonal sales between
locators, it is, however, bent on collecting the ecozone locators’ local purchases even if these are connected to their registered
activities.
Already, some ecozone locators are planning to file for a temporary restraining order (TRO) against the BIR move. Locators
also questioned the so-called Enhanced VAT Refund system stressing this is not going to work efficiently.
An official said that if the intention really is to exempt the constructive exports, this should not be imposed with the VAT in
the first place for efficiency purposes.
PEZA Director General Charito B. Plaza said the BIR has put on hold the collection of the 12 percent VAT following various
complaints, but did not defer the implementation of RR 9-2021.
As such, PEZA enterprises continue to charge the VAT for fear that if the RR 9-2021 is upheld, the seller (whether local
supplier or another PEZA export enterprise) will end up liable to pay the VAT to BIR.
“PEZA locators are bearing the brunt already of the sudden increase in their cost of goods and services with the
implementation of the VAT refund system. Also, as we operate our own public ecozones (power distribution, lot/sfb rental)
and provide services to all our locators, we will now be forced to impose VAT on our direct transactions with locators, ” an
official said.
“We are besieged by queries of concern from zone locators seeking PEZA’s guidance. PEZA companies are awaiting
clarification in the RR because CREATE clearly provides for the VAT zero rate incentive to export enterprises. With RR
9-2021, not only their local purchases are now subject to VAT, even their sales of manufactured goods and subcontracted
services to other PEZA enterprises are now also subject to VAT,” the source said .
Source: https://mb.com.ph/2021/07/05/peza-locators-mull-tro-vs-vat/

Guidelines on Ventilation in Workplaces to Prevent and Control the Spread of COVID-19

July 6, 2021 | Ronald Mark C. Lleno, IL Young Choi, Ramon I. Rocha IV, and Diane Kristel E. Falcotelo | SyCip Salazar Hernandez
& Gatmaitan (sshg@syciplaw.com)
On March 3, 2021, the Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) issued Department Order No. 224, series of 2021 (DO No.
224-21), setting out guidelines for ventilation in workplaces pursuant to the continuing effort of the Philippine Government to
prevent and control the spread of COVID-19.
For non-air-conditioned spaces, DO No. 224-21 sets out the following strategies and recommendations: [a] maximize natural
ventilation through the use of doors, windows, and other openings, if possible and safe to do so; [b] ensure that natural air brought
into the workplace is free of contaminants; [c] use exhaust fans to achieve an air change of rate of 6 to 12 “Air Change per Hour”;
[d] increase outdoor air changes by opening windows and other openings (air flow direction or movement should be considered in
the layout of workstations to avoid person to person viral spread through airborne respiratory droplets); and [e] conduct weekly (or
as necessary) cleaning of windows, other openings, and ventilating fans.
For air-conditioned spaces, DO No. 224-21 sets out the following strategies and recommendations: [a] for Heating, Ventilation and
Air-Conditioning (HVAC) systems, outdoor air supply should conform to the recommended breathing zone ventilation rates for the
purpose of general air dilution and comfort control; [b] run the ventilation system for at least 30 minutes before and after spaces are
occupied; [c] in workplaces that only have local air-conditioning units, dilution ventilation may be done through the use of exhaust
fans and filters with Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value 13 or higher, or high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter rating
applicable to the unit (establishments should also ensure that enough exhaust fans relative to the room volume are available to have
the required breathing zone minimum ventilation rates); [d] where air is greatly recirculated or access to outside air is not feasible,
[Cont. page 4]
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filters such as HEPA filtration air purifiers can be used to clean recirculated air, provided that the unit is adequate for the size of the
room in which it is installed (establishments should ensure proper maintenance of the purifiers by following manufacturer
recommendations); [e] keep the louvers of local air conditioning units in an upward position to prevent the air flowing from one
person to another, while observing minimum health protocols; [f] frequently open windows, doors, and other openings to
supplement the mechanical ventilation systems and achieve air dilution; and [g] establish a cleaning and maintenance program for
mechanical systems so that no molds or stagnant water will be circulated in the atmosphere.
DO No. 224-21 covers all commercial and industrial establishments, project sites, and all other places where work is being
undertaken indoors, except for healthcare facilities which require special considerations to control the spread of COVID-19. The
DOLE Regional Offices are tasked to monitor compliance with DO No. 224-21 by covered establishments.
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